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										Mon
										
										7:30AM - 6:00PM
									
	
										Tue
										
										7:30AM - 6:00PM
									
	
										Wed
										
										7:30AM - 6:00PM
									
	
										Thu
										
										7:30AM - 6:00PM
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										7:30AM - 6:00PM
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					call us today :
						607-936-3778


Text: 607-542-0936
 (monitored during business hours)
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													Traveled from MA to visit son in Corning; car was packed to head to  PA when check engine light came on. (on a Friday a.m.!) Called J&Ts and was SO grateful they would take a look at it ASAP.  I dropped it off immediately and heard back in under 2 hours.  Problem was resolved.  While I am still grateful for their attention and speed, I must say, that the customer service was excellent - If I lived locally, this would be my go to place for repairs!

												


												FL Counseling
, 03/27/2024
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													Very friendly and fast

												


												Michele Sullivan
, 03/18/2024
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						join our team


						We are currently on the lookout for the following:	
				
	Service Writer



							click here
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				607-936-3778
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J&T's Auto Cafe

      


	Auto Repair Services









						
						5 Bridge St
Corning, NY 14830

					
	
						

							607-936-3778

						
					








Call today at 607-936-3778 or come by the shop at 5 Bridge St, Corning, NY, 14830. Ask any car or truck owner in Corning who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you J&T's Auto Cafe.
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